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Got up early in the morning at 7:30 am to travel to 
Camden, Highbury to visit Marx’s grave only to find out 
that it opens at 10 am on a Saturday by google. I was 
staying right at the centre of london in for a day in air 
bnb worth 80 pounds right near the king cross station. So 
I took the Victoria line to visit  Westminister before 
boarding the waterloo northern line to miller hill road to 
arrive at the archer station . The underground in London 
is old . The waterloo underground for northern line was 
dusty and dingy (at least it looks that wayuided me from 
the archer station and I was able !). We arrived at archer 
station and had to walk for 15 mins to reach the highgate
cemetry. Google maps gto see a factory and green 
neighbourhood of Camden. 

THE TRAVEL TO HIGHGATE , LONDON 

the entrance had the counter for tickets and I was 
asked if I need a ticket for 2 entrances and I told 
the person where I can visit the Marxs tomb and he 
sternly replied that Marx was not the only one 
important in the cemetery and there are many 
'others' who were. I thought to myself how divisive 
Marx has been portrayed to the society. I thought 
to myself that google being one of the world 
biggest companies who are clearly against Marx 
and his theologies , directed those who came see 
him to a mental hospital instead. 
Now onto our journey, I continued through 
waterlow park and had to walk another 5 mins to 
reach the entrance of the cemetery.

one could get a glimpse of Marxs tomb right from the 

park fence as I did. It was far off but he shows out 

among the masses (see picture above). There is also 

visible a lady drawing/noting from one of the graves 

in front. The park is filled with common people, 

children playing , dogs running around and the lake of 

water in the park has ducks and other animals . 

walked for 5 mins and reach the entrance of the high 

gate cemetery. the entrance had the counter for 

tickets and I was asked if I need a ticket for 2 

entrances and I told the person where I can visit the 

marxs tomb and he sternly replied that Marx was not 

the only one important in the tomb and there are 

many 'others' who were. I thought to myself how 

divisive Marx has been portrayed to the society. 
The Tomb reads – “The Philosophers Have 

Only Interpreted the World in Various Ways 
- The Point However is to Change It.”

Tomb of Marx and Members 
of his Family in Highgate 
Cemetery , London , UK

View of the Cemetery from 
Waterlow park , Camden , 

London. A lady is seen 
Drawing a grave design in 

front.

Marx is accompanied by 
revolutionaries and 

comrades from all over the 
world who are buried beside 

him



The late Ugandan President Edi Amin's  
principle created I thought to myself that 
google being one it seems as though the 

Bolsheviks have come back to life in Moscow
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Shut Up! Retired Mr. Obama

The colonizers kept Indians divided to rule. Indians United against the British to gain independence. 
The Britishers supported the alumni of United Kingdom based Universities to create Pakistan through 
division of Indians. Indira Gandhi reestablished good relations with East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) . 

Her government supported in the creation of Bangladesh. The United States has historical and 
current involvement in supporting Pakistan with defense and principle differences. Your Interview 
with Amanpour was more like you have requested them to pose such question to you. Even during 

Rahul Gandhi's Bharat Jodo Yatra people reflected Unity. Your Interview is relatable to the proverb in 
Tamil which goes like "The wolf felt sad for the Goat that was soaking in the rain."

Google took me via the London borough of Islington - Dartmouth park hill a slope of some 
kind with walkway that would swirl and bend as you try to look at the guidance on my 
phone. The road beside me had the bus no 4 go about. Finally when I thought I am reaching 
my destination , I was guided to enter the "Highgate west Mental Health Centre". I was 
thinking that maybe they took it on Marx by building a Mental hospital right where he was 
buried. I followed in the direction that google maps live view took me and took me deep 
into the facility. 

The famous Waterloo station , London , 
United Kingdom

(Pics) High gate west Mental health Centre and 
the Camden Neighborhood on route from 
Archer Underground station”

I thought to myself that google being one of the world 

biggest companies took grudge on Marx and his theologies 

and directed those who came see him to a mental hospital. 

Now onto our journey, Came over to 

to walk another 5 mins to reach the entrance of the 

cemetery. one could get a glimpse of 

the park fence as I did. It was far off but he shows out among 

the masses (see picture). There is also visible a lady 

drawing/noting from one of the graves in front. The park is 

filled with common people, children playing , dogs running 

around and the lake of water in the park has ducks and other 

animals . walked for 5 mins and reach the entrance of the 

high gate cemetery. 

Google maps took me via the London borough of Islington -

Dartmouth park hill a slope of some kind with walkway that 

would swirl and bend as you try to look at the guidance on 

my phone. Then the map started showing me to take a right 

at the fence which was closed.I realized google has guided 

me the wrong way and took a u-turn and got to the gate 

again and took a left then the map started showing me to 

take a right at the fence which was closed. 

The National Windrush Monument – Waterloo station , 
London. 
The Monument remembers People from across the world 
who helped rebuild the British Empire . With post-War labor 
shortages , They helped rebuild Britian’s battered economy. 
Many of those who came were from Caribbean countries 
and became manual workers, drivers, cleaners.
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